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MODERN  EXPLOSIVES
Gunpowders
the term " modern," as applied to explosives, is generally understood to connote
an explosive other than black gunpowder or the later brown powder. Gunpowder,
already known in the middle of the thirteenth century, is still used, however, for
sporting purposes and for mining, though it has been discarded by military
authorities in favour of the more powerful agents now at our disposal. Its
constituents, saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal, are still mixed in the same way and
in the same proportions as formerly (7 5 per cent. KN08) i o per cent. S, 15 per cent C).
In this country, Bobbinite, essentially a black powder with diminished sulphur
content, headed the list of " permitted " explosives arranged in order of quantities
used during 1909. Although a Departmental Committee, appointed in 1906 by the
Home Office to investigate allegations as to danger arising from the use of Bobbinite
in fiery mines, reported that its use should not for the present be restricted, recent
Explosives in Coal Mines' Orders state that it is permitted only for the purpose of
bringing down coal in certain mines for a period of five years from ist January 1914.
It is made in two varieties: (a) KNOS, 62-65 parts; wood charcoal, 17-19.5 parts;
sulphur, 1.5-2.5 parts; together with 13 to 17 parts of a mixture of ammonium sulphate
and copper sulphate; or (V) KN03, 63-65 parts; wood charcoal, 18.5-20.5 parts; sul-
phur, 1.5-2.5 parts; rice or maize starch, 7-9 parts, and 2.5-3.5 parts of paraffin wax.

